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Abstract:

A significant number of nuclear power plants will have to be decommissioned over the next few years as a
result of earlier and planned shut downs initiated by plant aging, political decisions and unfortunate events.
The decommissioning process is challenging for all stakeholders due to uncertainties and risk associated with
decisions on applied technologies, organisational changes, and management of human factors.
In this study we investigated how concepts, enabled by advanced information technologies, can be applied
for providing continuity between different phases of the decommissioning work process and life cycle of the
installation, as well as stakeholders involved in on-going and future decommissioning projects.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the emergence and exploitation of alternative energy sources, and unfortunate events impacting public
confidence in safety, justifying the use of nuclear energy for electricity production is increasingly important.
Due to the efforts involved to ensure that the work is done safely and the possibility of long term waste
storage or site control commitments, decommissioning entails high costs influencing investment per unit
energy required from the energy producers. For nuclear energy production to remain sustainable, technolo-
gies enabling more efficient methods for developing optimal work strategies and prepare personnel and the
organisation for efficient implementation of the decommissioning plans are essential.

1. METHDOS

The scope of this activity is to investigate how new methods enabled by emerging information technologies
like 3D real-time radiological andwork simulation (Figure 1), advanced user interfaces, andmobile computing,
can be utilised for optimising safety and costs in the decommissioning of nuclear installations.

1. RESULTS

Research results and lessons learned from industrial applications shows that new concepts enabled by emerg-
ing 3D computing technologies have great potential for improving nuclear decommissioning strategies. Such
techniques offer very effective new opportunities for improving early characterisation and strategical deci-
sion making, knowledge management, on-site management of radiological waste, briefing and training of
field workers, and regulatory compliance.
Figure 1:

Figure 1. User interface of the VRdose system, an interactive work planning tool with real-time 3D radiological
modelling and visualisation capabilities.

1. CONCLUSIONS

3Dmodelling has become an essential tool in the design and licencing of new nuclear installations. In addition,
our earlier research results demonstrate that 3D simulation can be efficiently utilised for improving safety and
efficiency of maintenance jobs. An increasing number of organisations are adopting 3D simulation technology
to support the decommissioning of aged nuclear installations. However full scale international investment and
application of new methods enabled by such technology requires research results describing good practices,
as well as proving safety and cost benefits.
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